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The Lister Spanish Seminar Room is now open for use as a seminar and upper division student of Spanish and the other modern foreign languages.

Located on the ground floor of Wooster Library, the room is in honor of John Thomas Lister, Dean of Men at Wooster College from 1919 to 1940, when he became President of the University of Chicago.

Other members of the cast are: David Schooley, Cornelia Barlett, Steve Morson, Karl Gross and Russell Dudgeon.
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College Cooperation

On its Tuesday editorial page this week, the New York Times contained an article called "The Claremont Colleges, a group of five coeducational institutions." In the Times' own inimitable words:

"The value of the idea is self-evident. As higher education turns into a mass enterprise, charged with some of the advantages of small size in the face of heavy pressures on enrollment becomes a vital aspect of the battle to maintain quality.

The search for ways to retain personal identification within growing institutions is not new. . . . For a number of years now, independent institutions in geographic proximity have been sharing faculty members and even entire departments and physical campuses . . . Middle Western colleges have pioneered in this effort . . . "These developments give hope that American higher education will be able to adopt its long-promised organic expansion without betraying its basic concepts. In the search for preservation of individuality within bigness, the achievement of Pomona College has set an important example."

This is one of the best definitions of and justifications for Great Lakes and Collegiate ideas, of which Wooster is a member, that we have yet heard.

Expanded Horizons

During the next three weeks, the Wooster community will have a unique opportunity to expand its horizons beyond the all-too-restrictive borders of Beall and Beaver streets.

The means of this expansion will be the "Dialogues in Politics" series which will bring Sherman Adams, East Lansing, and Alington, to the campus for a series of lectured informal discussions and debates.

Sherman Adams was for six years one of the most powerful public servants of our government. As President Eisenhower's virtual alter ego, Governor Adams is more qualified than any other man to describe the "why" of the Eisenhower administration.

Though not well-known as Governor Adams, Mr. Huie and Mr. Latham are both expert political scientists who should advantageously contribute to the "Dialogues." WithCounter-Challenge, the "Dialogues" program gives one hope that Wooster may yet become concerned about something more than identification cards, classroom attendence, airmen and freshman runout.

Times Is Read

Approximately 50 copies of the Sunday New York Times were sold in dining halls last Sunday and Monday. The strong and prompt response to a very commendable effort is to be sounded.

Copies of the Cleveland Plain Dealer (which at least has the New York Times service) and the Times will again be on sale at the office this week. The Times will be sold in the office and on the other Sunday papers such as the Akron Beacon-Journal and the Pittsburgh Press may also be sold if the demand is great enough.

As students become more familiar with the opportunity to buy these papers and as they become more aware of the vital need to keep abreast of developments in today's world, sales should go even higher (maybe even high enough that the Wayne County Book Store could prove it is really interested in higher education by considering a special student rate).

Vooster Scoop

Published weekly by the students of the College of Wooster during the academic year, "Vooster Scoop" is mailed to alumni and is free to all students and should not be construed as representing administrative policy.
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As most Wooster sports followers are aware, I am handling the College athletic publicity. This involves weekly releases to Ohio newspapers and radio stations before and after each game. This prep-season operation as to how the hometown team would perform during the upcoming season.

There are three things which every athletic publicity—especially last year—never was to mention, a strong seventh game with the title and championship.

First Friday: In the most exciting game of the season, the powerful Tiffin Club from Ohio went through the team's first four games by a score of 20-7. The sale ran up an early 15-7 lead on Jim Muntz in Berg Muntz and Dave Arms passes, scoring the first two times they had the ball. Just before half time, Seventh scored for six, as in Mike Smithers to Herschell Harriton.

Second: The sold-out second half Fourth once again started early on a Muntz to Berg Canning combination. Berg's pass to Muntz in the spotlight until Seventh scored fast for two touchdowns as Smithers found Dick Wynn and Ray Landash in the end zone to boost the score to 18-7. With three minutes left, Muntz took the kickoff and on one pass managed to his second touchdown as Berg Muntz scored the game. For the throng, Mike Smithers and George Wynn to win the game. "Muff" and "Moe" Shine Outstanding performers offensively for Fifth were Muntz and Muntz for Seventh Dick Hawkins and Mark Wynn.

Wayne County Book Store
220 East Liberty Street
Wooster, Ohio

Buy Your Daily and Sunday New York Times at Your Student Senate Honor Rack Daily. 10 - Sunday. 50

Support Your College Book Store and Buy Your Weekly Magazines There. Time, LIFE, POST, LOOK, U. S. NEWS, etc.

We Carry the Largest Selection of Paperback Books in Wayne Co. On Our Walls there are 4,000 Titles

We have Prompt and Efficient Delivery Service for Most of Your Favorite Daily and Sunday Newspapers at No Increase in Price.

Call AN 3-1886

The First time for this year Tuesday a college has returning athletes toed in horn to announce the return of a victorious team.

In a blazing display of offensive power the Scot-soccermen created the Mt. Union Purple Raiders 52-13.

Early is the first quarter center forward Wrenn (as) drove a hard goal for the Mt. Union goal to give the Wooster with the lead only one minute gone. The aggressive play by the offensive line scored again in the first period on another Good Law shot with Harry Rosser getting the assist.

Midway in the second quarter Bill Kerr led Lancer Rebels to a perfect pass and the Wooster side kicked once more for the Purple Raider goal boot.

Scorers Roll
Bob kicthick's offensive scoring punch rolling in the second half on a ball on Toole's knob. But only Purple Raider standout, center forward Joe Maccan scored with only 20 seconds gone in the second half. Mt. Union tallied once again in the third frame when the Worren Rae broke loose and fired the ball.

RIP THE ZIPS

Wooster Lumber Co.

200 West Liberty Street
Wooster, Ohio

"Remember unto Coaster the things that are Cossar's."" But I only save the Top 10% that are Federal!

Why NOT START RENDERING YOUR FUNDS: BOIL OFF 10% AND SAVE IT AT

ONE CALL DOES IT ALL!

BY LAND - SEA - AIR - TOURS - CRUISES
HOTELS - RESORTS - Domestic and Foreign

200 West Liberty Street
Phones 3-4070 - 3-4006

Check one or more, sign your name on back, mail to first Federal.

This aid is too small.
This aid is too heavy.
This tax is too low.
This tax is too high.

WIRING UP
w/ JOE TOMIDT

Scot-Soccermen Stuff Raiders

by Mike Scott

Fifth Edges Seventh, 24-18, To Break Streak At 38

Powerful Fifth section virtually clinched the Kenesaw League crown when they edged a strong Seventh team in the Stadium 24-18. Even with five only a make good game which stands between Fifth and the championship.

First Friday: In the most exciting game of the season, the powerful Tiffin Club from Ohio went through the team's first four games by a score of 20-7. The sale ran up an early 15-7 lead on Jim Muntz in Berg Muntz and Dave Arms passes, scoring the first two times they had the ball. Just before half time, Seventh scored for six, as in Mike Smithers to Herschell Harriton.

Score Determined

In the second half Fifth once again started early on a Muntz to Berg Canning combination. Berg's pass to Muntz in the spotlight until Seventh scored fast for two touchdowns as Smithers found Dick Wynn and Ray Landash in the end zone to boost the score to 18-7. With three minutes left, Muntz took the kickoff and on one pass managed to his second touchdown as Berg Muntz scored the game. For the throng, Mike Smithers and George Wynn to win the game. "Muff" and "Moe" Shine Outstanding performers offensively for Fifth were Muntz and Muntz for Seventh Dick Hawkins and Mark Wynn.

SATURDAY'S TIPS

This week's tip is to be a pick to pick the team of the week, if at all possible, which in this case I am not sure who will pick that will win the game, WITTENBERG over CAPITOL. The week's Saturday at the half of the post and Wooster and Oberlin tied on a muddy day, 60.

Another good week boosted my record to 13-6-2. This is my week to be alone. WOOSTER over AKRON. I will be the only pick to pick the upset, if at all possible, which in this case I am not sure who will pick that will win the game, WITTENBERG over CAPITOL. The week's Saturday at the half of the post and Wooster and Oberlin tied on a muddy day, 60.
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Beulah Bechtel Shop
EXPERIMENTAL ADVERTISING
NO. 4-304

Covered with the rugged Oberlin Yeoman in a game at Oberlin today. Action was rough on the Wag-
ner field when a tough Illinois Eleven tenter squad splashed out a 14-0 victory on Wednesday, Oct. 10, over the winning Wooster hunters. With both teams having an ag-
gressive offensive line, neither game around the midfield markers, the ball line-uped near the goal lines.
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WORLD-WIDE TRAVEL AGENCY
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Club Pledges Participate In Hell Week Activities

New members of Girls' Clubs will participate in pledging activities this week Wednesday through Fri-
day. Nate and U.S. Keds will be worn on the quad during chapel on Friday and conclude with a program of skits in the gym at 8:00.

"The following are pledges and transfer students have pledged to a girls club."

Sharon, 2:00

"Christianity and Religion"" will be the topic of the lecture this Wednesday by Dr. John C. Whitcomb, Jr.

The first of these annual topics will be presented in the lecture hour of the Andrews Library at 7:45 p.m. tomorrow, and the sec-
ond will be in the Lower Cabin at 2:00 Sunday afternoon.

Dr. Whitcomb, who spoke on this morning in chapel on "The Need for Authority," is Professor of Old Testament at Grace Theological Seminary, Winona Lake, Indiana.

He is an undergraduate education was completed at Princeton Un-
iversity where, after two-year delay while in military service, he received the B.A. degree, sum-colored in 1960. He earned the Ph.B., Th.B. and Th.D. degrees in 1961, 1964 and 1967, respectively, all at Grace Seminary.

Dr. Whitcomb is the author of many articles and books. He is the co-author of a new Bible book called The Genesis Flood: The Biblical Record and Its Scientific Implications (The Presbyterian
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Friday, October 19, 1962

NOTICE — Change in Wooster Theatre Schedule

FRIDAY and SATURDAY

"300 SPARTANS"

and

"5 WEEKS IN A BALLOON"

SUNDAY — MONDAY

"I THANK A FOOL"

ON DISPLAY AND FOR SALE:

FIRST HAND REPORT

BY SHERMAN ADAMS

of

The College Book Store
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